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BACKGROUND: HIGH-LEVEL VIEW

The purpose of our project, Twitter 

clone, was to build the 

microblogging and social 

networking platform from scratch.

In the real world, Twitter exists to 

give people the opportunity to share 

messages with large audiences and 

connect with others.



SOLUTION OVERVIEW

Features and functionalities

Users may sign in (Google), write and post tweets, delete tweets 

(␡ … Ye must learn this function 👀), and comment on the 

tweets of others.



SOLUTION OVERVIEW

Other capabilities include, but are not limited to: 

Bookmarking posts 📑

Profile editing 💁🏻♀️💁🏽💁🏿♂️💁🏼♀️💁🏽♀️💁🏼

Following others (and being followed!) 👯♀️



TWEETING



SIGNING IN



GOOGLE SIGN IN



COMMENTING



UPDATE PROFILE



FOLLOWING USERS



TECHNOLOGIES USED

Firebase

React

Recoil



CHALLENGES AND SOLUTIONS

We used several interesting technologies that challenged us, and 

ultimately helped us grow as developers. 



Unit Testing (Jest & React Testing Library)



Unit Testing 



Unit Testing



State Management



State Management



Working with Tailwind CSS was an exercise in adaptation. It required 

us to differentiate between Tailwind-specific keywords and 

traditional CSS syntax:

Creating a button with traditional CSS

Creating a button with Tailwind CSS

Tailwind CSS



Firebase



Firebase



We were using NextAuth.js, and it used session for authentication.

Our challenge was to pass the Google token, and our solution was to 

convert NextAuth.js to FirebaseAuth to retrieve it from the database.

We learned that the token is managed by Recoil, which treats 

login/logout as a “door.”

Authentication



Authentication



FUTURE WORK

With more time, we would 

add the following:

Search by hashtag #️⃣
Private messaging 💬

Curating account 

recommendations based on 

users’ interest and data 👀



SUMMARY

Originally, our team set out to build a 
near-exact replica of Twitter, the 
microblogging and social networking 
platform. We fulfilled most of our 
aspirations, and even added Google 
sign in capabilities. 

In addition to the technologies, we 
anticipated needing, we also worked 
with React, Recoil, and Vercel.


